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Confident and celebratory, slightly swing 16ths (.1 = 111)

Confident and celebratory, slightly switrg f6t}s (i = ilf)
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I'm dream-ing wide a - wake.-
IU

This is the life I- make.-
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Don't need a hol - i

SHINE LIKE STARS- SATB



Lis-ten up, take a chance. You can sing, you can dance. You can live like there's no to - mor - row

Give it tirne and you'll find tlere's a rule, there's a rhyme. Move a-long and the rest will fol - low.

SHINE LIKE STARS-SATR
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Snmps on beat 1, claps on beat 3

fingersnap

"fins"ynolt 
^ Stomps on beat l, claps on beat 3

lf-i--\

We- shine

We- shineyeahl

E
oh,
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Fingersnaps on beat 3
unis.

g

G
ed.

Stomp on beat l, then
end stomps and claps

What are we wait -

Fingersnaps on beat 3



It seems we still
-U
more.

What are we wait - ing-

the dreams we have

the dreams we have

It seems we still

L
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You can go with the flow.

You can go with the flow. Don't you

You can go with the flow.

You can shout, let it out.

You can shout, let il out. Not a care,

You can shout, let it out.

There's a light, let

know?There's a light, let

it bum in - side- you.

it bum in - side- you.see, don't you

) tJ

There's a light, let in - side- you

This is

not a doubt- This is

let the mo-ment gurde- you

let the mo-ment guide- you

This is it, let the mo-ment guide- you
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on beat l, claps on beat 3

fingersnap
yeah! We-

Stomps on beat l, claps on beat j
oh,
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Stomps
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We shine
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End stomps
and

End stomps
and c

oh!



tr
Fingersnaps (all singers)

Oh, we shine,
\r- u

we shine- like- stars.

Oh, we shine,

unis.

we shine- like_

Oh, we shine, we shine_ like stars

We shine. We shine.-

We shine. We shine._

We shine. We shine-

L
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like- stars.-

like

We shine like

We shine. We shine.-

We shine. We shine.

We shine. We shine!-

oh._

Oh, we shine, we shine-

Oh, we shine, we shine-
Bass ,rf

We shine.

Oh, we shine,

cresc.

Oh, we shine,

cresc.

we shine- like- stars.- We shine!

we shine-

t- 
'\-/

We shine like

SHINE LIKE STARS-SATB
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tnsnt stomps on beat l, claps on beat 3

We- shine

Lis{en up,take a chance. Youcan sirg,youcan dance. You can live likethere's no to-mor- row.

yeah!

yeah!

Move a-longand the restwill fol - low. youcan gowith the flow. Don'tyou see,don'tyou know?

stars I- yeahl

stars!- ycah!

l3

oh,
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There's a light, letit bum in-side_ you. This is it, let the mo_ment guide you. Oh, yeah!

stars!- stars!-
z->

stars l-Like stars!-

We shine like starsl We shine like star;,--

oh!_

"-.1/

oh!_

oh! oh!_

SHINE LIKE STARS-SAIB



We shine like starsi-

All singers stomp on beat l,
then end stomps and claps

Oh, yes wc shine_-

Oh, yes we shine

Oh, yes we

Oh. yes we shine_

stars......-

SHINE LIKE STARS-SATB
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